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With, Mac users gain powerful new core storage, video and graphics technologies A new file system ensures more efficient and
reliable storage, and support for High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) brings stunning 4K video at lower file sizes.. MacOS
High Sierra also includes a number of refinements to the apps Mac users enjoy everyday, including Photos and Safari.

1. smart status not supported high sierra
2. how long will high sierra be supported
3. is mac high sierra still supported

Metal 2 powers virtual reality content creation, faster performance and more The Core ML developer framework makes it easy
to create apps with powerful machine learning that predict, learn and become more intelligent.. The latest Mac operating system,
macOS 10 12 Sierra, is out on September 20 How does the Fujitsu ScanSnap work with it? Are there any ScanSnap Sierra
issues? Whenever a new Mac OS is released there are often a few bumps here and there, but this time there are some warnings
from Fujitsu.. APFS brings support for the latest high-capacity storage devices and delivers enhanced performance, security and
reliability.. APFS is a new, advanced storage architecture providing an extensible foundation to support new features and future
storage technologies on the Mac.. With APFS, common operations such as copying files and directories are nearly
instantaneous.
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Data is protected from power outages and system crashes thanks to advanced data integrity features.. APFS currently supports
every Mac with all‑flash internal storage — support for Fusion and HDD Mac systems will be available in a future update. 
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